
WARRANTY

RTFM – be so kind and read the manual. It will provide you with the 
information you need to fully indulge the module you just 
purchased – for which we like to thank you.

Enjoy your sound experiences, dear sonic traveller.

Beginning from the product's purchase date a 1-year warranty is 
guaranteed for each product
in case of any manufacturing errors or other functional 
deficiencies during runtime.

The warranty does not apply in case of:
• damage caused by misuse
• mechanical damage arising from careless treatment 
 (dropping, vigorous shaking, mishandling, etc.)
• damage caused by liquids or powders penetrating the device
• heat damage caused by overexposure to sunlight or heating
• electric damage caused by improper connecting

The warranty covers replacement or repair, as decided by us. 
Please contact us via email for a return authorization before 
sending anything. Shipping costs of sending a module back for 
servicing is paid by the customer.

Device complies with all EU regulations concerning RoHS lead-free 
manufacturing and WEEE disposal

Endorphin.es are made in Barcelona, Spain

Visit us:
http://endorphin.es
https://youtube.com/user/TheEndorphines
https://facebook.com/TheEndorphines
https://www.instagram.com/endorphin.es/

Drop us a line:
info@endorphin.es
FURTH BARCELONA, S.L.
VAT ID:ES B66836487

PRIORITY LANDING ANYWHERE

• Fast and effective 6hp envelope generator with variable 
 slope curves and three modes: cycling LFO/VCO, 
 attack-sustain-release (ASR) and attack-decay (AD)
• 224 kHz samplerate, zero aliasing CV generation
• 1V/oct/slew input, bipolar and unipolar outputs, 
 selectable end of cycle outputs
• Thru-zero VCA input that inverts the envelope when 
 CV goes to negative voltages

Depth:  30mm (with plugged ribbon cable)

Power requirements: +12V: 60mA 
   -12V: 15mA
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Depending on the switches
enabled on the backside,

there’s either an ‘end of attack’ trigger 
or an ‘end of cycle’ gate or both. ‘Fall’ or ‘decay’ control sets

how fast or slow 
the envelope CV decreases.

Once a plug is inserted into
 the CV input, ‘shape’ knobs

polarize incoming CV 
for rise/fall slopes.

That CV input is normalled 
to the Fall CV input. 

Unattenuated exponential 
frequency modulation 
DC-coupled input 
1 Volt per octave scale,
range approx. -5...+5v

acts as a slew input in AD/ASR modes

LED envelope
state indicator

‘Trip selector’ changes
the mode from cycling
to transient or sustained.

Gate or trigger input to launch the envelope.
Works as a reset when envelope is in 

looping or transient mode.

Envelope outputs:
• bipolar -5...+5V

• unipolar 0...+5V 

Unattenuated CV input 
for bipolar VCA control,
range -5...+5V.

‘Rise’ or ‘attack’ control sets
how fast or slow 

the envelope CV increases. 
‘Shape’ knobs define the shape
of the slopes without stretching the time:
from exponential to linear 
to logarithmic shapes

POWER CONNECTION

Red/brown pair
of wires correspond 
to a negative -12V
power connector.

Connect to the 
power bus board.

Rear side of the module

Connect to
the module
from the
backside.

-12V / red stripe
polarity marking



ENDORPHIN.ES® – AIRSTREAMER
Module design by Andreas Zhukovsky
Collection Spring/Summer 2019
Made in Barcelona

Special thanks to Xavier Galai
for additional code and crazy ideas.

Follow, like, post and tag us at instagram:
      endorphin.es 
or contact us:
info@endorphin.es 
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Slopes are linear when 
‘shape’ knobs are centered.
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‘Shape’ knobs define the shape
of the slopes without stretching time.

Once a plug is inserted into
CV inputs, ‘shape’ knobs
polarize incoming CV 
for length of ‘rise/fall’ 
of the slopes.

envelope
generator

• unipolar 0...+5V
• bipolar -5...+5V
  final DC-coupled outputs

VCA

VCA

VCA cv in

unattenuated CV input 
for bipolar VCA control, range -5...+5V

0...+5v

-5...+5v

end of stage(s)

Depending on the switches
enabled on the backside,
there’s either an ‘end of attack’ 
trigger or an ‘end of cycle’ 
gate or both.

CYCLE TRANSIENT HOLD
Looping envelope:

LFO or VCO
Attack-decay or 
transient mode

Attack-sustain-release mode 
(sustained)

SLOPE CURVES 

‘Rise/attack’
amount

1 Volt per octave CV input to track cycling envelope as VCO/LFO
or act as a slew limiter input in other modes. Input range -5...+5V

Input gate or trigger to launch the envelope. Input: 0...10V – threshold at 0.65V 
Works as reset when envelope is either in ‘looping’ or ‘transient’ mode

Envelope output

Mathematically all those functions are fucking
far away from log or expo.
But they look similar for:
- RISE:  (–) inverted 1-expo (log alike)
               (+) like inverted expo 
- FALL: (–) like real expo
              (+) 1-expo (log alike)
In fact that shapes are taken from
differential RC circuit equation:
https://www.intmath.com/
/differential-equations/6-rc-circuits.php

Here we enable cycling  switch.
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'Check-in': reset/trigger/gate input
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‘End of attack’ 10 ms trigger out

‘End of cycle’ gate output

‘Log’ decay curve ‘Exp’ rise curve

UNI & Bi-POLAR OUTPUTS AND BI-DIRECTIONAL VCA INPUT

Bipolar -5...+5v

envelope out

VCA in

-5...+5v 0V mutes
envelope.

Unipolar 0...+5v
envelope out

Negative voltage
inverts

envelope.

Positive voltage
controls non-inverted
envelope amplitude.

0v
0v

+5v

-5v

+2,5V Half amplitude

approx. +2,5V peaks

0v

0v

+5V

-5V

+2,5V

-2,5V

audio in

out 2
audio outPatch one of the VCO outputs into the filter

(e.g .even/odd into inputs of Squawk Dirty). 

Choose simple
filter mode #1

e.g. ‘transistor ladder
low-pass filter’

normalization in1 into in2

mode

cutoff freq

Unipolar ouput of the envelope modulates the VCA:
It determines how loud the output of the filter will be.

Adjust to approx. 12 o'clock
to listen the filter's action.

Apply your trigger
from bass drum or

PPQN/24 sync clock from
the Shuttle Control here.

1v/oct

1V/oct pitch CV
from your

sequencer or
Shuttle Control

SIDE-CHAINED BASS PATCH EXAMPLE

VCA cv in

Apply a negative constant voltage
(i.e. bipolar CC from Shuttle etc.) to
flip envelope’s outputs and create a 
VCA or filter ‘ducking’ effect with
a kick drum.

Set the rise to full CCW and adjust fall to 
around noon: Dial it in until you hear the pumping.

USING AIRSTREAMER AS A VCO SOURCE

-5...+5v

Set ‘trip select’
switch to the cycling
(left) position.

Set both ‘rise’ and ‘fall’ to small values – this results in a signal in the audio range.
Use the ‘rise/fall’ knobs for tuning the oscillator and the ‘shape’ knobs to shape its wavefortm.

audio in

normalization in1 into in2

key
in

1v/ oct
1V/oct pitch CV

 from your
sequencer or

Shuttle Control

cutoff freq

Adjust to approx. 12 o'clock
to listen the filter's action.

Apply another envelope to modulate
(open and close) the filter here.

Left/right outputs to the mixer or PA

Set ‘trip select’
switch to
the transient
(middle)position.

trip select

trip select

in 1 in 2

out 1
Left/right outputs
to the mixer or PA

in 1 in 2

out 1 out 2
audio out

Bipolar ouput of the envelope routed into filter
to be processed as audio signal. 

Time
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CYCLE MODE TRANSIENT MODE

Envelope output
(use -5...+5V out

for precise
slewed

pitch CV tracking

‘Check-in’:
reset trigger

input

1V/oct
CV

applied

Modula-
tion or

pitch CV

VCO
hard
sync

trigger in

MULTI-FUNCTION 1V/OCT / SLEW INPUT

Track&hold
gate input

Slew 
 out

Any
audio or
CV signal

Expo fm

SUSTAINED/HOLD MODE

Sample
&hold
triggers/gates
input

Sampled
signal with slew
defined by rise/fall

First S&H
trigger
event


